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1.INTRODUCTION

ihi challenging problem of deep impurities In semiconductors

has traditionally been « tourci of frustration. For more than

tree decades inornoui research works hava •nargad in th> (iald

(Pantalidas 1978).Howavar only In • law c i * n hat ana baan abla

to gat a satisfactory solution to th« oorraaponding Schrttdlngcr

aquation,n*glacting the p*rt of tha iapurity potanti*l daacrlbing

ra]*x»tion of tha l»ttica around tha lnpurity.

Most of tha thaoratical work in this l iald can ba divided

into two classas according to tha fundamental approach

employed,nan«ly band structure based methods and molecular

approaches.

The common feature for the band structure based methods is

that they start out with the solution to the pertectlintinite)

crystal,but are then developed along different lines.Probably

the best established ones among them are the affective-mass

theory(EMTXKittel and Mitchell 19S4,Luttinger and Kohn 19SS,

Kahn and Luttinger 19SS,Kohn 1957),and the Green's function

method (Koster and Slater 1954,Callaway and Hughes 1967a,

Bernholo and Pantelidas 197B,Barnholc,Ulparl and Pantelides

19«a,Baraff and Bchluter 1779,Llndeftit end lunger 1962).The

EMT was f irst successfully applied to shallow impurities and

for long regarded as inadequate for desoribing deep impurities.

It was shown,however that by using the concept of pseudopaten-

t ia l s in some oases the EMT oould also be successfully applied

to deep impurltlesCPantelides and Sah 1972,1974a,b>.The Green's
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function method not only exploits the availability of perfect

crystal solutions but also tht localized nature of tha pertur-

bing potential.For deep impurities,suoh as a vacanoy.the WIVI

function may decay vary slowly,avan If tha dafact potential

is very localized. The salt-consistent Green-function Method

has proved to be a powerful tool for tha investigation of

electronic properties of localized defect* in semiconductors.

A considerable amount of computation time la required In

carrying out k-spaoe integrations.Usually a summation over

about 300 k points in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin

zone is needed.

In the Molecular approach to the lapurlty problem,one focuses

more direct attention on tha local environment of tha defect

by regarding the defect and a certain number of surrounding

host atoms as a molecule,which allows application of techniques

of molecular structure calculations. The first Of this

type of approach was the defect molecule MethodCCoulson and

Kearsley 19575, In this model,the defect molecule Is defined

as the defect and its nearest neighbour host atoms,embedded

in the Infinite crystal.Tha semiemplrlcal extended HUokel

theory<EHT)CHessmer and Uatkins 1970,1973,uatkins at.at.1971,

Larklns 1971a,b,Weigel et.al.1973,Yip 1974) oan handle muoh

largar molecular units and has bean very useful in obtaining

physical Insight Into tha Impurity problam.lt was found that

due to the delocalltatlon of Impurity wave functions tha Unite

molecular olusters suffer severe problems associated with tha

surface of the clusters which introduce uncertainties In the de-

termination of tha position of tha bound-state energy levels.

Attempts to deal with the problems posed by the cluster

surfaces ware made by a number of authors (tioore and Carson 1971,

Larklns 1971a,o,Cartllng et.al.1973 and Cartling 197Sa,b) by

saturating tha dangling bonds with hydrogen atoms. The surface

states than move out of the band gap into conduction and valence

bands,making the identification of defect levels In the gap some-

what easier.The most successful of such calculations were carried

out using the self-consistent X^-soatterad-wava method (Uatkins

•nd Messmer 1974,Hemstreet 1977).

An alternative way to deal with cluster surfaces Is to

impose perlodia boundary conditions,which correspond to an

infinite crystal with a "superlattice" of defeots<Uatfclns

and Messmer 1973,Lee and McGill 1973,Louie et.al.1976,

Llndefelt 1975).In this way one builds up a hypothetical

orystal from identical clusters of atoms.The unit cell,or

supercell,of this crystal consists therefore of the impurity

surrounded by some usually large number of host atoms.In this

approach one is faced with the problem of calculating the band

structure of the hypothetical crystal.One of the advantages of

this approach compared with tha molecular approach it that the

perturbation on the impurity atom coming from tha surface at

distance d is removed and replaoed by a perturbation at roughly

distance 2d (for a short ranged Impurity potential) oomlng from

the surrounding Impurities. The surface-defect Interaction is

thus replaced by defeot-dafaot Interactions which result In broad-

ening of the defect level Into a band. In most of these applica-

tions of the superoell approach the band structure of the defect

orystal was calculated directly ,i.e..without making use of the



solutions of the part act hast crystal.This way of calculating the

band structure tor crystals with many atoms par unit celt leads to

vtry large secular equations.

The recursion Method <Hey6aok l'72,l¥75,l»B0> It • rather new

theoretical tool In solid state physios,wMoh 1* based on tha local

atomic environment.The most promising aspect of the reourslon Method

Is that It Is a real-space approaah and is especially aultabla far

studying defects In the presence of lattloe relaxation and extended

defect complexes.A lew applications (Kauft'er et.al.19?*,Lin-Chung

1983) have been Bade in the field. They employed the otuster modal

because for tha very large olusters C2S00 atoms and inri) that can

be handled In this approach the surface Interactions are decoupled.

However,it should be noted that one should be particularly careful

in choosing the shape of the cluster when the recursion aethod is

employed. A regularly shaped cluster tends to add up phase-coherent

boundary corrections froe all parts of the boundary at the center.

Thus one finds that even for a sufflolently large cluster,tha bound-

ary win introduce tome spurious resonance peaks in the local den-

sity of states (LDOS) curve for the central atom,if one ohooses a

sphrrioal cluster. This can be eliminated by using a cluster with

a shape as irregular as possible while retaining the sy*»etry of

the Hamlltonlen,

Below In Sec.2 we briefly outline the theory of deep levels In

se»loonduotors< Seo.I contains a description for the superoell approach

sec. U is devoted to the description of band structure calcula-

tions by using the tight-binding aethod.In Sao.5 tie discuss the re-

cursion method and emphasize the problem we must deal with when we

employ • nonorthogonal basis.

- l i -

2. THE THEORY OF DEEP LEVELS IN SEMICONDUCTORS

Starting from the equation

where H« denotes the Hamiltonlan for the perfect host crystal

with (Blooh state) eigenvectors | n,k> ,U the Impurity potential

and E the energy elgenvaluetwe define the Green's, funotlon operator

V-
Ue will only be Interested in bound states lying in the band gap ~

of the host crystal,which means that the energy spectrum of H.+u

and H« do not coincide in this energy region. Operating on equa-

tion (2,2) from the left with 6*(E),we obtain

<l-G*(E)U)fB 0 (2.3)

By expanding if in some oomplete set of functions y^(f),l.e.,

we get

iL C*«t'al"" £1S^(V^E)< «i*l U I <* >JCa| • 0 (2.5)
at of

where

fieu*'(E) • <*t l6*(E)|»t'> (2.6>

with the usual oonditlon far the existence at non-trlvlal

solutions

det || 1-€*(E)U| • 0 (2.7)

It has bean shewn that In order to find the energy of a bound

ttate in the gap,It Is sufficient to expand Eq.(2.4) In a finite

basis in which the elements of the matrix U are nonzero,1.e.,the

site of the matrix is determined by the range of the perturbing

potential not by the range of its wave funotlon. This Is the

principal advantage of the Green's function method,since,at men-

tioned above,the wave function is more extended than the pertur-

bing potential. Another major advantage of the method is that
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it automatically yields * bound states measured fro* the pet—

l»ct crystal band edges.

The selection of the batia set for th« expansion (2.4) In an

aotuat calculations Is obviously problem-dependent and must be

guided by physloal considerations, it also constitutes oni of

the Boat Important choices that determines the efficiency of the

calculation.

Jaroa and Rosa (1973a,b) obtained solutions of the deep level -

impurity problem by expanding the bound state wave tunction In

terms of the Bloch functions and diagonaliting the resultant

secular equation. The stain diflloulty associated wi ;h this tech-

nique was the need to work with very large matrices. The reason

for their failure Is obviously that they tried to describe a local-

ised deep-level wave function by using a extended Blooh basis.

Llndefelt et al.(l»a1) have poined out that In order to obtain

a convergent results In the expansion of the bound-state wave

function in tents of the Blooh wave functions up to 7DD0 linear

independent functions are needed in the case of 3d transition

metal impurities in semiconductors.

The traditional basis set,i.e.,the Uannier funetions have

proved very oonvenlent far the formal development of the method.

For actual oaloulatlons.on the other hand,they pose problem*

baoause the computation of these funotlons Is quite laborious.

Callaway and Hughes <l*67a,b) made the first numerical appli-

cations of the Uannier funetions to the problem of unrelexed

vaoanoy and divaoancy in silicon. Only a few subsequent appli-

cations with this approaoh have been made.

A method which has proved to be very successful in practical

applications is that proposed by Bassanl et al.(19*<?> and devel-

-6-

oped further by Jaros (197Sa,b and Jaros and Brand 1976). They

factorlzed II'IÎ U, and the basic equation for determining the bound

states takes the formi

det||i-Ufce*(E>U,[|- 0 (2.8)

If we express Eq.(l.S) in terms of a set of funotlons g .•(?), we get

ifet -<j|U«6*<E>U.| j'>|« 0 (2-9)

where

E - E , , a ( 2 . 1 0 )

The key to the suocess of this method lies In the oholoe of the

orthonormallzed basis funotlons gj tti. A convenient choice is

that proposed by Jaros and Brand (1976)(who choose

with

if'* "V r*A Ln-X(r) n"« 1* 1 »
the L's are associated Laguerre polynomials.

6*<r) Ln-X(r)

(2.n)

(2.1?)

We also could ohoose to us* a set of LCAO'sCLlnear Combination

of Atomic Orbitals).Suoh sets have recently proved to be quite pow-

erful and efficient in band-structure calculations.A great deal

of experience In using functions have been gained from atomic and

molecular calculation*. The first step Is to determine an LCAO set

that is capable of yielding an aoourate charge density and band

structure for the perfeot crystal. For the unrelaned vaoanoy and

dlvacanoy.the same set Is then used to represent the matrin elements

for the operators G*(E) and U. This oholee can be Justified as ade-

quate for desorlblng the perturbed crystal by Invoking the usual

quantum-ohemical praotloe of using LCAO's oharaoterlstlo of partic-

ular atoms only at the atomic sites. It is also adequate to describe

the perturbation, because U is expected to be essentially the

negative of an atomlo-like potential.In other wards,since the LCAO's
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•t atonic site* in the perfect crystal are adequate (or tha descrip-

tion of bond formation,the same orbltals at tha vacant slta

and tha neighboring sites can ba expected to describe tht

breaking of the bonds.

The Idea ol quasi bands proposed by Llndelelt and lunger

(1981) sheds light on the problem ol how to ohoose a basis sat

In • partioular situation. For simple s p-eleotron deep defeot

states,the range of the perturbation U is typically one or two

host-crystal bond distances. For first-row and transition-atom

iNpurltles In semiconductors U has dimensions typical ol an atom

or a atomic cora. The Green's function <GF> approach gives for

the (oriir potential an efficient and precise desorlptions and

was expected to be equally effective (If not store so) for the

latter case. In faot,it turned out that this is not the ease.

For suffioiently localized defeot perturbations U the conven-

tional Green-tunotlon approach beoomes totally impraotloal.

In genaral,thle difficulty with the EF method beoomes aeute when

the impurity atoms or structural defects are ohemioally and physi-

cally sufficiently different from the host crystal. This limita-

tion of the 6F method stem* fundamentally from the requirement!

tacitly assumed in all of the oonventlonal formal derivations

and praotloal applications,that the wave functions of an arbi- -

trary deTect oan be equally effectively spanned by either the (fre-

quently ehemloally and physically unrelated) elgentunotlons of the

host-orystal Hamlltonlan or some looallied basis functions. It

has been shown that in order to determine the energy of a deep

of a deep level such as one arising from a transition-atom

impurity in silicon with useful precision (e.g.,one or two tenth

of a host energy band gap),* computationally intractable and physi-

cally undesirable large number ol host eigeniunotiont (hundreds

dreds to tens of thousands of host bands) is required by the Green's

funotlon method.

This fundamental limitation of the oonventlonal 6F method can

be el Imitated by redefining the xero-order (unperturbed) basis

set (host wave funotlon*) to consist of 'quasi band wave func-

tions *,whioh Incorporate from tha outsat espeots of both the

host and the Impurity. Furthermore,such basis functions need not

be elgenstates of the host-crystal Hamiltonlan operator. With

this representation,only a few (often as little as 5-10) quasi

bands are needed to obtain the accurate defect energies and wave

functions,even for an exceedingly looaliied potential perturba-

tion.

The quasi bands funotlon are defined through

• • * £ ! • ,» ̂ ** ^ %>% *
•j ' r̂f JJ 'J ' *rt j j 'V * (£.13)

where the band-structure wave functions "•, (R,r) are augment-

ed by another set (e.g.,LCA0 s Bloeh funotlons)

the set (fj (r))irt* (2.14) is ohDsan to share the characteristics

of the perturbation U rather than those of the host potentials

From the viewpoint of varlational prlnoiple,augmenting the band

structure wave funotlons by another %mt[f)tl (C,r)J (even if it Is

physically unrelated) oan do no harm. At the same time,a Judicious

ohoioe of (fj (r)J oan ma»te the expansion of the defeot wave function

tf'(?) in terms of the quasi bands ?> <?,*>,l.s.,

(2.15)
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converge much fatter than the corresponding expansion In terms

of pur* heat wav* function* alon*

Yil*'"V 5 *tj(") ?J ' (2 l6)

The coefficients [ bj,-*?) |*;j*lir>) and th* quasi band tntrgiii

IE:<k}jar* obtained directly by diagonaliilng one* th* aatrix ol
Aft

H, In tha nonorthogonal baala ff; <JT, P) ( 7l;<t,r)) in Eq . (2.13).

3. THE SUPER CELL APPROACH TO THE THEORY OF DEEP LEVEL IMPURITIES

Consider a perfect cryatal with the Haailtonian

« • — I ' ' * " ' " (3.1)

where V(r> i* * periodic function,so that V(r+tM)«V(r) for any

lattice vector* t^.The eigeniunctione of H#are then Bloch wave*

f^dT,?) of wavevector k and band index n,

H, t^cf,r*)-E'(t)f^(iT,?) (3.s)
where h lie* in th* flr*t Brillouin torn (BZ>. By taking appro-

priate linear combination* ol the lattice vector* T*,we oan gen-

erate a superiattice with direct lattice vector* T,," £, i ^ t ^ i ^ x

being integer*,and reciprocal lattice vector* 5,.11 we ohoo**,for

instance,•J»x,"He
1^,the auperlattioe ia o( th* aaaie kind a* the

original lattice,but th* new lattice veotor* T — are H tlae* lon-

ger than the original vactor* tA. Therefore,each cuperoell con-

sist* in this a m of H ordinary unit cells and the volum of th*

Brillouin ion* corresponding to th* supcrlattlo* (bi) 1* H* ti»**

*»all*r than th* voluat of original BZ. Uhen th* orystal Is regard-

ed a* consisting of superoells, th* *n*rgy bands and Blooh waves

of wavevector k and band indax • ll,g,,E k(k) and y^tk,?) are ob-

tained fron E ^ (k> and f^ (t,r) by folding th* large Brillouin ion*

-10-

Into the snail Brillouin tone,

E w.(k)»EV (3.3)

where k belongs to t>t and k,,*'? *qif belongs to 61.

The Sohrddlnger equation for the isolated iapurlty is

(H# • u(f>) Yi
1*' "£;Yi<?) (3.5)

Assusw that th* bound-state (1.e.,local lied) impurity wave func-

tion ^f j<r) and lstpurity potential ufr) are negligible beyond

SO B * distances 8, and Bj.respectively,frost the impurity center•

Yi'r) • 0 for \tJ> E, (3.6a)

u(r) • 0 for |r |> Sx (3.6b)

Let us now define a superlattica with translation vectors T M

such that T^ • M tM n Integer (3-Ta)

I T ^ I > S,»B, for allA'1,2,.. .N (3.7b)

and construct th* quantities

Utr) "j^uCr-T^) (3.8a)

T£ tr> - £. Yl^-T*) (3.8b)

which are both periodic under translation T A

>U-l,2,...N (3.9a)

^•1,2,., .M (3,9b)

Th* significance of these definitions will be seen by rewriting

aquations (3.6) In th* form

u(r-t^) Yf <r*~T»' > • oi^utr-fa. > Ti'r"T*.''

Since

we then get

(H

Thus

• Ht (r-T^)

(3.io)

(3.11)

(3.12)
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<HS « U(r>> f;<r> - tft- f t Cr) (3.13)

i.e.,tht pirtodio functions ^(?> hivt tht m i snsrgy ligtnvaluts

with respect to tha TA-perlodlo Ha*lltonian H. *Ut£> a* have tha

Isolated iepurlty wave function ̂ ( r ) with respect to the 'true'

lepurlty Haalltonlan H»+u(f).

The advantages of the super-eel 1 approaoh are that we do not

only exploit the translatlonal syssetry but also the point-group

symmetry of the Impurity problem. Tha super call approaoh gener-

ates a *ct of sampling point* In the Brillouin lone <BZ) suoh

that the Integration over B7 appearing In the theory,to a very

high degree of accuracy,oan be replaced by a sun over relatively

few point*.

The sampling points in the tl can be easily found fron

2 71, " Integer - g j 1M • g*̂  • n tM-t,,'i^ (3.lit)

Consequently g*̂  • - — 6^ -1,2 N (3.15)

""ere g# .T^and Gj, ,lAare respectively translatlonal veotors in t-

spaoe and real spaoe for supercell and primitive unit cell systea.

All the tv vectors in the Irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone

3 (3.16)

a - "* * ~T" t-1,2,3. ( 3 - 1 7 )

are the stapling paints,where *bl,b*2,b3 denote the basic primitive

vectors In reciprocal spaoe. For face-centered direct lattloo.we have

b2« ,1) (3.18)

In tarn of Cartesian coordinates and a denotes tha lattice constant.

In Fig.1.we ahow tha symmetrical unit oell for tha face-centered

lattice. The basic primitive vector* for tha face-centered lattloa

are a1-«/2<0,1 ,1) (3.19a)

-12-

a3-a/2(l,l,0)

(3.19b)

(3.19c)

Flg.t.Syattatrloal unit oall Fig.2.Brillouin lona for the

for tha face-oentered oublo faoa-eantarad cubio lattice,

lattloe.

Tha sy»e,etrioal unit oall for tha faoe-oentered oubio lattioa

has twalva boundary surfaces and their aquation* ara

2«*2y"l 2«*2y«-l

2y+2t-1 2y*2i"-l

2K*2I—1
(3.20)

2y-2«»l2i-2y*l

2t-2N-1 2»-2l"l

wh»r« n,y,i ara In units of tha lattlea oonstant.

In Fig.2.we show tha Brillouin ton* for tha taoa-oentered oublo

lattice.Tha irreducible wedge (1/4B) of It has 5 boundary surfaces,

wnosa aquations ara
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«+y+I«3/2 (lor LUWK)

H-y-D (for LKT)

K-I-0 (for LUXT)

y-1 (for UWt)

i-O (for XUKf)

where >,y,i are in units of 2 H / « .

4. THE CALCULATION OF BAND STRUCTURE BY USING TIGHT-BINDING

METHOD.

The recursion method usually starts out Iron a description

in term* ol localized orbltals<tight-binding modal) for the solid

state problem.In this model tha Mamlltonlan takes the for*

H.-II jf.

where H«t* y ̂ 'denotes the matrix elements for the Hamiltonlan

H- - ̂  C*+V(r) (4.5

between the localized orbitals TVJ *nd T^'j' '

V(?> is the periodic potential for a perfect crystal,so that

V(r+R4l>"V(r
k) lor any lattioe vectors tM. The Sohredinger equation

determining the band structure is

If we aaploy tha loaal psaudopotantial approaoh tha crystal poten-

tial oan be written a*

V(r>*.£ V tl6|)oos<S''T ) a"

with % -a/a<l,l,l)

x^iere a is tha lattloe oonstant,and V(16|) and € arc tha fora fac-

tors tor tha psaudopotential and lattioa veotore in k-spaoa,respao-

tivaly. Hare a diaaond structure is assusiad and tha origin of coor-

dinates is put on tha center of a bond.

Tha wave function'^k,1?) refers to a state of wave vector ? in

-lk-

. .mftBi^

band n and obeys tha Bloch theorem

The Blooh function Is expanded In a set of chosen basis functions

> which themselves satisfy Bloch's theorem

In which tha o % ^ a r e coefficients to be determined. The ^- are

constructed as linear combinations of gausslan orbitals u; placed

on the lattioa sites of tha system

f it * ' — . IN' K M A A

il*'T>mJ**£ • »i<«-•»*> (U.7)
in which N is tha number of atomic cells In the (large) crystal

volume- The individual orbitals u, have the form

in which N* Is a normalitatlon constant

(* .8)

and the function f* Is defined as

2n-1>'! ( + .10)

The angular function K^,j(?) is a Kublo harmonic of order&i ,type

J,normalized to unit with respect to Integration over solid angles.

The speciflo angular funotlons employed here are the following

,,- j=- tti.. * fi.-i ) m Jin. ~r

x . JL / Y - Y \ •ll»»" ̂ = I lm.-i Ti.i ' we

where Vj^are spherloal hamonlcs.



Substitution of (4.6) Into (4.3),followed by projection on an

Arbitrary j: lt,t) lt«dt to the ••trlx aquation

In which the Heailtonlan and overlap Matrices are given by
• • • •»

Hijct)"^ •*"*'*^EJJ(R'- ) (4.13a)

Bjj(1?>-£e' *GijttM> (4.13b)

and Eij(t)-f u* C?-R->HujCr)d
Jr (4.14a)

8 (.*(?)• f «*<r-nVuj(r>d*r <4.14b>"

Because of the nonorthogonality of the basis functions (4.7),

the secular aquation (4.12> takes the fora

(H- ES>C" 0 (It.15)

t*iere C ic a coluan vector with elements c, cxcorresponding

to an elgenfunotlon (4.*>. The matrix eigenvalue problem (4.1S)

can be solved by using the Choleski decomposition of 8 (Euwena,

Stukel and Collins 1V7i>.

Ue now discuss another way for solving the problem. The Eq.<4.lS)

can be transformed into the fora

(H'-E>C'- 0 (l,,l6)

where H'is also a Heraitlan aatrlir through the procedure outlined

below.

We first obtain the unitary matrix U that diagonal lies 8 i.e.,U

satisfies UT8 U • 8. (h.17)

UTU • U U T" 1 (It.18)

where 8 Is • diagonal aatrlx and 1 is the unit Matrix. The aatrlx

U oan be eonstrueted froa the set of eigenvectors of 8 . To trans'

for* Eq. (4.151 into Eq.(4.16),w* first atultlply it by (it an the

left (UTH U - E U*5 UXU*C) - 0 C-.19)

where Eq.c4.iB) has also been used. Slnoe the eleaents of S, are

'A - Vi
all equal to or larger than tero.the real aattrloes B, and B,

-16-

can be obtained by taking the square or Inverse square roots of the

diagonal tltatnti of S c .

Making use of Eq.<4.i7),we oan transfora Eq.<4.19) into

^ 4 + '^1 J^ + (li.2O)

(4.2t)

(4.22)

<4.23) "-

(B^4 U+H U S'^1 -EXSJ^ U+C) - 0

This Is the desired transformation, we have

«'• T*H T

and Cf- T*'c

with T • U sj1*"

When the new expansion ooelfioients are noraalized«i.e.i

< C' | C'> "loJlV •toVl*-i (4.24)

than it is easy to show that the elgenfunctions of N as given by

Eq.(4.6> are also noraallied,i.e.,

< V^d?,?* | y^tt,Ty> » l (4.25)

in order to determine the exponential paraaeters for the Gaussian

orbitaJs (U.8), which are used in the expansions (4.6) and (4.7)

for the wave functions, we eaploy a plane-wave-basis

fcrf.*.^ ."*•*"* <,.*>
where k refers the It-paints in the Brlllouin tone and *l denotes

the lattice vectors in the reclprooal space. V is the voluae for

the orystal and the plane waves are normalized in the voluae V.To

assure good oonvergenoe,the band wave functions are expanded in

a basts set consisting of approximately ISO plena waves. This ex-

panslon corresponds to a klnetio-energy outoff E •I6BV««I
K2.16 Ry.

Since the band structure results in a paeudopotentlal approach

are oonsldarad aa Most accurate when the basis set consists of

plane waves,we slaply adjust gaussian paraaeters so that the

the band struoture calculated with gaussian orbitals accurately

reproduces the band structure using plane waves. To obtalne a

a good description for both the valenoe and conduction bands.

-17-



It waft lound that up to fourth nearest-neighbour Interaction*

must be taken Into aooount in the tight-binding gaussian descrlp-

tion of tha band structure. We aaploy two exponential decay con-

stants for s-type gsusslan orbitalsCs and ••> namely 5j" '•'f and

on* decay constant < 3 • •« '1 ) for p and d orbitalt.

5. THE RECURSION METHOD

When wa investigate the properties of daep-laval lapurltlas or

lapurlty complexes In semiconductors the high localization of tha

perturbation potential implies that the physios Is better under-

stood by scans of a solution that explicitly accounts for the role

of local envlronaent. Electronic orbital* that are localized near

each atom or bond can provide a basis for the electronic] states of

the solid.The atonic or bond properties that are Independent of en-

vironment determine the local basis orbltals. Their Interactions,

expressed by the tight-binding Model,detaralne the way in which

electrons couple throughout the solid to produce Its properties.

In Sec.4.we have determined the local orbltals at each lattice

site in a way that they reproduce accurately the band structure

for the host orystal by a tight-binding Haalltonlan U . I ) . For the

vacancy or dlvacaney we oan employ tha same set of looal orbitals

to describe the effect of the perturbing potential

where U*+'JJ' denotes tha matrix elements of tha perturbation

between local orbltals $*J and T+'j . Far the Ideal vacancy

the perturbation takes the negative of the potential for bulk

atoas

U • a, e t 5" 2 )

( Far silicon bulk atoas the parameters take the values (in atosilc

-18-

units)i a,>20.0tal*0.633faJ*-17.7fa^-0.4S9>(Barnhclo at al. I960). 1

Duo to the localization of the perturbing potential only a few of

the neighbors of the vacancy interact with it.

In the local environment description for solid state problens the

looal density of states describes the effaot of the rest of a solid

en one region. Physically,the looal density of states is the inten-

sity of each elgenstate on a particular atom or bond. Mathematical-

ly,it is the magnitude squared of the projeotlon of eaoh eigenstate

on a looal orbital,so that the local density of states gives tha

coupling of an orbital to elgenstates at each energy. Host proper-

ties of solids can l>e related to the looal density of states.

The basic problem is to find tha looal density Df states fron a

tight-binding or local!ted orbital modal. The physios demands this

to be done in such a way that the local orbital itself has the great-

est effect,and that suooessively more distant orbltals have lesser

effects.

The general model consists of a set of states.their physical Inter-

pretation,and a Hamiltonlan that determines the motion of the system

among its states.Usualy the set of states (^Cr)} is nonorthogonal

Jf^<f)f(l(f)dT« 8.H* 0 for a # n (5.3)

To eonstruot an orthogonal basis such as Uannier states out of linear

combinations of the (^Cr)J would,first of all,obscure tha chemical

distinction of an orbital that Is looatlied on one atom or bond. Sec-

ond, it is a long oomputatlon,whloh is ooaplately unnecessary.

Any quantua-mechanloal model can be transformed into ene or more

chain models. The chain model is equivalent to expressing the matrix

of H as a Jaoobl matrix (a J matrix or trldlegonal matrix).

To transform • general quantum-meohanloal problem Into a chain

model, the first step is the oholoe of a starting state ut. It



determine* whot physios tha chain represents. Eaoh choice of u #

products a different chain,and to we choose u # to give a ohain

containing tha Information wa want. For convenience we assume

that u, it normalized,so that

u.Bu,- 1 C5.4)

where 8 denote* the overlap matrix for the basis,whose matrix ele-

ments arc defined at in Eq.(S.3). The matrix elements for the

Hamilitonian assume the form

The Schr&dlnger equation in the repretantation {j^,<r>J taket tha

fora H w« -E S w« (5.6)

where H and S are Hamlltonlan and overlap matrices retpaotlvely

and the column vector* <nH are elgenveotort of the Hamiltonian.

The chain model it tpecified by a sequence of orthonormal orbitalt

{ u#,u,,. .{and two set* of real paraMtara (aa,a,,....} and (b, ,b,,

...)whloh describe the action of the Hamlltanlan H an the orbitalt

by a symmetric three-term recurrence relation

" * •
(5.7)

Using the 6-orthonormallty relation for the tet of orbltals ju,,ut,.,}

we ean easily find the etipretilont

•••«•« «•

b,-((ujH -a#u*8>6~lCHu,-a,Sut>) * (59)

u,"8H(Ho.-a,flu,)/b(

For the riant step w* have

a,-u,Hu,

b,«t(u*H-«, w*8-b, uj8)8H(Hu,-a,8u,-b1flu#))^ (5-10)

uA-8*'(HU| -a, 6u, -b, 8u#) /b t

In thlt way we transfer* the Hastlltonlan ••trlic into a tridiagonal

-go-

H

b, 0 0 ...

., b. 0 ...

b. a. b,...

0 b, a,.

It it eaty to show that the set of orbitalt (u,,u,...) are 8-ortho-

noraal. The orbital u, represents the Initial ttate of the tystan,

far enastpleian electron en a particular atoa In the tolld. The ohaln

Model peralta the tystea) to hop froa u c to u( ,which aould repre-

tet a linear combination of orbitale on ataat neighboring u4. Simu-

larly, having reached u|tthe «yste* otuld either hop back to u, or

on to u,,representing (tay> tacond nearest neighbors of tha origi-

nal atoa.The ehaln establishes an ordering of the states in the basis

in terms of how «any Intermediate states must be passed to reach a

given ttate. Thus the tyttee must pats through u, on the way to ux

and io forth. Another way of expressing this it to say that the be-

haviour of the system,Initially at u#,is most strongly influenced by

u, and less so by each succeeding orbital in the ohain. The stronger

Influence on the motion of the syste* oomes fro* orbltals nearar in

the sense of being accessible via fewer intermediate erbitals. The

chain modal is the mathematical expression of the physical concept

pf local environment. Each orbital on the chain represents a more

distant part of the environment of the Initial orbital,«nd tha

parameters of the recurrence specify the effeots ef that environment on

the motion ef the system.

The nuwerloal transformation to a ohain is extremely stable and

economical in storaga. Even with the stable algorithm,there Is a

cumulative decay of orthogonality in the Bhaln,due to a rounding er-

ror. It was shown that despite an accumulation of a rounding error

-21-



In the orthogonality of th» states,the chain oan b» terminated «o

a* to ba accurata with a simple rounding error rathar than an accu-

•ulatad rounding irror. The reason for this atonlmhlng result Is

that the orthogonality of th» states In tha chain model it not real-

ly naca*sary,but only a oonvenienoe for some othar uses. Tha raal

requirement it that tha states ba linearly indapandant.

Ue wish to find tha alganatatas of tha Bchredinger aquation in

tha f a n of a linear combination auch that

M n '»"»"" Z. P»u^, (5-12)

In matrix for*, thia aquation Is

P.

P,

(5.13)

Tha atandard approach to this matrix aquation la to find tha uroi

of ita determinant,which arc tha algenvaluea,and than find tha

eigenvectors.The Jaoobi form of tha matrix in (5.13) glvaa riaa to

a simple raourranca relation for lta determinant. Let Aa<E> repre-

sent tha determinant of tha firat n rows and columns of E-M, Ua ean

find the polynomials In E for the determinants

D

A((E> • 1 (5.14)

fl^JE) -te-a^fl%CE>-b*KA»., (E)

The determinants are polynomials in E with the taste order as the

subscript. The eigenvalues E* are tha tares otA^tE). For tha eo-

affloiants of the elgenstates we find a set of polynomials in E

<5.1Sa)

P, (E) - 1 (5.15b)

E-a.

" » .

D

0

" b ,

E-a,

- b 4

0

0

-b

E-a

-b

X

i

0

0

~"b m • • •

E-a j

P.,(E) - 0

-22-

W-» (E) (5.15e)

The {P*<E)) are related to the determinants tfl^E)} by

A«CE) «b, b,b, .. .b%P^,(E> (5.16)

The polynomials Jpfc(E)J are orthogonal in the sense that there is

a nonnegatlve weight funotlon n.(E),which,as we will see later,la

the looal density of states,such that

j" Pfc(E)PBfc(E)n.(E)dE • fm, «. (5.17)

In the construction of the chain we have pointed out that cumu-'-

lative loss of orthogonality Of the ohain states does not make

the model Inaccurate.Unfortunately,there Is no corresponding result

for the polynomials. Rounding errors in the computation jl the recur-

rence (5.15) do accumulate In the higher polynomials. The accumula-

tion of rounding errors in the computations oan be avoided by using

matrix methods or balanoed by computing in high precision.

The looal Green funotlon or matrix element of 6reenian between

two states u and v is

S.(E)-vt(E-H)"' u (5-18)

where E is a complex energy,not equal to an eigenvalue ol H. Let

W B be an orthonormal set of right-hand eigenatates of H with eigen-

values E K • The speotral decomposition of the Green function la

Gt(E) "vts ( C w*(E-EA)"' w « ) Bu (5.19)

tJhere 8 is the overlap matrix of the basis set.

The diagonal element of tht looal Sreen funotlon corresponding

tou.l.e., 6,<E>-u,6<E-H>~' u, (5.20)

ean be expressed as

E-a# -b( 0 0

i, -b % 0 •

G.(E) • 0 -bx E-a,. -b t

-b E-a

(5.21)
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the standard formula for an Invert* elenent of a Matrix,tha

(0,0) element of tha inverse it tha ratio of tha eofactor of E-a.

to tha determinant. Let u» define tha determinant ol the matrix

with the firat n row* and column* deleted a« »n(E). Then

6 (E) - D,(E)/D,(E) (5.22)

EKpandlng the deterainant D.(E>,we flat

G,(E> -0t(E)/((E-a#)D, (E)-b*D»(E)) (5.23)

Now divide aunerator and denominator by D,(E> to get

€.<E> -l/(E-*.-b*04tE)/0, tE)) (S.2*)

He can define Dj,(E)/D,(E) am 6((E) and continue the procedure,pro-

ducing a continued fraction

6.(E)«l/(E-a,-b*>/ JE-a,-b*/ E-a4-. . . .-b^,.,/

•(E-a^>...)}) (5.25)

The laaglnary part of 6#<E> along the line* parallel to tha real

E aiclt,but wllghtly above it, la

n#(E> - U « - ^ I«[6.tE+llO (5.26)

wtuoh we,after a comparison between (5.18),(5.19) and (5.20) can

identify as the local density of atates with reapect to u # In the

pretence of an overlap aatrim

"•<E> - £ |u*B -•.I^E-E..) (5.27)

The real part of 6.(E) along the real E axis la the Hilbert

transfers of the denalty of etatea,

He define the Irregular polynomials or polynomials of the second

Hind as

0,(E> - 0

(5.2?)

Relating these polynomials to the datarainantt,we get

-2U-

6.<E) - Ow(E)/(t.,P,,(E)l (5.3O)

The terot ol Ptf(E) »re the (tola* of 6#(E) tnd the itroi o( OW<E1

are the zeros ol 6,(E>.which separate the poles.

From Eq.<5.12) we hnow that the elgenstates of the finite-chain

•re ««<<Il''VE*)u*W {5*31)• ••
When the fu h|iri B-orthonoraal,wa noraatlte the elgenstates to get

Now,substitute this into Eq.(5.19),the spectral deooaposltlon of

the fireen function beoomes

By using the Identity
mi _ a

tf-i t , -f
(S.33)

(S.3*>

Eq.(5.33> slmptlfiet to

S«'E> • £^ \pttft -» (E«<)PIW(EM) (E-E«>) (5.35)

where the prise indloates the derivative with respect to E. This

formula gives the normaliied apactral weight of each eigenatate

on u c and so we oan write the local density of states directly as

n,(E) • ^ a<E*"E«>/fbyyP^_^(E^5P^(E,(>J <5.36)

*.
which la the working relation for calculation the tooal density

of states.
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